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SWURY

The endm of thin-wmll truncated oones of circular
section were clamped to rigid bulkheads aad the. cones
suhjeoted to strength tests. The results from torsion .
te~te of five, com~reemlon teats of three, and teete in
ooinbined transverse ehear and bending of 18 truncated
coues are glvo~ herein. The reeults of the tests are
correlated with the previously pubilshed results of cor-
responding teats of circular c~lladers and are presented
in charts suitable for use in de~lgn.

IETROJWCTIOE

The strength of thin-wall cylinders has been under
ln~eetigation by the Eational Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautic for a number of ye~rs. Previous papers have given
the resulte of various etrength tests of thin-wall oy”lln-
ders of oircular and elliptic section.

G3ecauGe monocoque fuselages usually hava some taper,
tests were also made to determine the strength of tliln-
wall truncated cones of circular section in torsion, com-
pression, end combined txanaverse shear and bending. .A
preliminary summary of the results IS given in reference 1.
The pres?nt report gives these data in furthar detail and
with greater attention to tha conclusions.

MATERIAL

. ...-

The 178-T a“luminum ‘alloy used in these testm was ob-
taiaed In sheet form with nomlual thicknatiees of 0.011,
0.016, and 0.022 inch. The properties of this”meterial

F .—. --
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a~ determined by the Xa%”ional Burean of Standarde from
specimens selected at random are given in reference 2.
Because all the test cones: failed by elastic buckling of
the walls at etreeaes considerably below the yield-point
stress, the modulus of elasticity E, which was substan-
tially constant for all sheet thicknesses, is the only
property of the material that need be considered. For
all sheet material used in these tests, an average value
for E of 10.4 X 106 pounds per square inch was used In
the analyeia of the resultO. . .

SPECIMENS

The test specimens were truncated cones 7.5 inches
long with end radii of 6.0 and 705 Inches. (See fig. 1=)
The taper of the coues was selected to agree roughly with
the taper of a monocoque fuselage. The cones were con-
structed in the following manner: An aluminum-alley sheet i
was first cut to the dimensions of the developed surface.
The sheet was then wrapped about and clamped to end bulk-
heads. When the truncated cone was thue assembled, a
butt strap 1 inch wide and of the same thickness as the
sheet was fitted, drilled, and bolted in place to close
the seam. In the assembly of the specimen, care was taken

- tc avoid having either a looseness of the skin or wrinkles
in the walls when finally constructed.

Each of the end bulkheads, to which the loads were
applied~ was constructed of two steel plates ~ Inch ,thlck,
Beparated by a plywood core 1* inches thick. These parts
were bolted together and turned to the specified outside
diameter. Steel bands approximately

t
inch thick and ma-

chined to the same diameter as the bu kheads ware used to
clamp the aluminum-alloy sheet to thu bulkheads. In or- “
der to keep the bands from sliding parallel to the axis
of the cone, a tongue and groove was provided between the
bulkhead and the band.

APPARATUS AND METHOD

The thickness of each sheet was measured to an esti-
mated precision of +0.0003 inch at a large number of sta-
tions by a dial sage zounted in a special Jig. In general,
the variation in thickne~s throughout a given sheet waa



not more than 2 percent of the average thlcknese. The
average thicknesses of the sheets were used In all calcu-
lations of radius-thickness ra_tlo and stress.

-, ..-

The loads were-applied to the truncated cones with
the came apparatus as that used in the corresponding tests
of circular cylinders. Descriptions and photographs of
the apparatus used in the torsion, compression, and com-
bined transverse shear and bending tests ard given In ref-
erences 2, i3, and 4, reapectlvely.

In all cases loade were applied in increments of 1
percent of the estimated load at failure.

DISCUSSION Or RESULTS .

From the photographs of figuree 2, 39 and 4, It will
be noted that failure always cccura ever a large area of
the cone wall and not at some particular etatlon between
bulkheads. The symbols appearing.in figure 4 will be de-
fined later In this rep~rt. The properties of the cone
and hence the computed stresses for any loading condition
vary from point to point along the cone. Thus, in the
presentation of the test results for each of th6 loading
conditions considered, a curve is drawn that describes the
stre~s conditiou throughout the full length of the trun-
cated cone.

Tcrsion

The shear stress at failure fa in the qlene of the
skin at any station Is assumed to be given by the formula

fB=T (1)
2’lTrEt

where .

T applied torque at failure

r radiue at the particular atntlon

t
.

thleknese

At the large end of the cone, where the radius Ie rl ,
the value of fs Is desfgnetad fal. Then, It follows
from equation (1) that
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()fB=fml ~.
r

(2)

Results of the torsion tests are presented In figure “
5, which is the same type of figure as that used by Donnell
(referenoe 5) to preeent torsion data on circular cylinders.
In this figure, p la Poissonle ratio for the material.
The data for each truncated cone tested are represented by
a short line that describes the variation of strees along “
the length of the cone according to equation (2). The re-
sults of torsion tests of circular cylinders~ taken from
reference 2, are also plotted in figure 5.

The ltnes representing the truncated cones in figure
5 lie across the band of points representing the circular
cylindere. The ends of the lines marked with large cir- t
cles, representing the large ends of the truncated cones~
lie approximately along the curve that has been recommended
in reference 5 for design of circular cylinders with clamped
edges, If the torsional etrength of a circular cylinder is
aesumed to be established by this curves the shear stress
at failure fa~ at the large end of a truncated cone In
torsion is equal to the shear stress at failure for a cir-
cular cylinder of this radiue and of the same length as
the truncated cone. The shear Gtress at failure for any .
other station along the length of the truncated cone is
then given by equation (2).

Compression

The compressive atrese ’at failure fc , directed along .
the conical surface, 4E assumed to be given by

fc=~ eec U
2nrt

(3)

where P is the applied co~pressive load and u is the
angle between the axis of the cone and the longitudinal
elernente of the eurface. At the large end of the cone
where the radiue Ie rl, the value of fc ma

T
be deslg-

nat ed f~l. It then followe from equation (3 that

(4)

I
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Eeaulte of the aompremsion teota are preeented in
figure 6, which is tbe same type of figure. as that used
in reference 3 to present compression data. on circula~
cylinder”. The” data “for each +runcated,cone teeted. are ‘
represented by a short llne that deecribes the variation.
of stress along the length of the cone according to equa-
tion (4). The results of compression teets of circular
cylinderE, taken from reference 3, are al-so plotted in
figure 6.

The lines representing the truncated coneta in figure
6 lie essentially -parallel to the band of pointe represent-
ing the circular OY1l nclers. Consequently, if the strength
of the truncated cone is to be computed, for purposes of
design, on the basis of an equivalent oylinder, either end
of the truncated cone may be eelected. The assumption that
the compreealve atreaa At failure *C1 at the lerge end
of a truncated cone la equal to tho compressive stress at
failure for a circuler cylinder of this radium and the uame
thickness es the wall of the truncated cone is, however,
somewhat conservatt~e. The couprasslve stress at failure
for any other station along the length of the cone is given
by equation (4).

Combined ~ransverae Shear end Bending

The maximum bending stress at feilure fb in the
plane of the skin at any etation 1s assumed to be given
by the fcrmula

Hr
fb=~seca=m~aec a

I

(5)

where M is the applied moment at failure and I is the
moment of Inertia of the cross section at any station,

mr3t . The maximum uhear etress at failure fv in the
plane of the skin at any etatloz In assumed to be given
bT the formula

where

y! : effective shear at failure (V - .Vb~
., ...

I

‘v ; a~plled transverse shear

Vb “ M tan ushear resisted bX bending stresses —
d.

Equations (6) and (o) are derived in appendix A...

— . .... .. .— ..

(6)
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3’or the analyEIiE and the presentation of data on comA
blned transverse shear and bendlng~ a parameter is desired .
that ie deacript”ive of a definite l“oading condltlon ae well .
ae a“definlte etreee condition for the specimen in the 8ame “
manner that torsion or compression .IB descriptive of def-
inite loading and stress conditlone. Such a parameter is
obtained if equation (5) Is divided by equation (6). Thun ,

(7)

The term
M

— eec a 1s, physically, the distance along
rV 1.

an element of the c~ne from the Bectlon under lnvestlga-
tlon to the plane perpendicular to the axle of the cone
In which the resultant ehear force V acts, expre8sed in
terme of the radius of the cone at the plane of thie re-
sultant shear. force. In order to Bhow that thi8 interpre-

tation of M BeC a ~S correct, raference may be made to
;= 1

figure 7. At station x, the moment M = V(h-x). ~rom

the doflaitions that follow equation (6L V~ = V -
M tan u

9

substitution of theee values for M and V! in the r;ght-
hand side of equation (7) gives

M V(h-x) sec a— sec a =
rV ~ rV - V(h-x) tan u

(8) .

(h-x) eec a=— (9)

r- (h-x) tan u “

8= —. (lo) ‘“
r.

Thue, e particular value of & sec a ie descriptive of
rV’

a definite loading condition aa well a6 of a definite
stress oondition. In the analysis of the reeults of the
teate, the varintion of the strensee at failure with

M— eec a Ie studied.
rV’

.

Results of the tests in combined shear and bending
are given in figure 8, which ia similar to the figure used

I
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in reference 4 to present data for thin-wall ciraular cyl-
inders In oomblned transveraa shear and bendtng. The data
fer. each-truaoated oone, tested are repr.e.a.eqtedby..a.line
that describes the variation of bending stress in terms of
the modulus of elasticity ~ and the ratio t/r along an
element of the cone. An inspection of this figure and of
the photographs of the types of failure (fig..4) reveals
a transition from a shear type of failure at small valuea

“M“of .— eec a to a bending type of failure at large values
TV! . .

of 4- sec a. In the following discussion separate oon-
rV’

sideratlon will be given bending failure, shear failuro~
and the transition from bending to shear failure- .

Bending failure (large values of ~ sec a).‘- At
.——. r~ 1—

largO vaiues of +7 Sec a, failure occurs by a sudden

collepse of the outermost compression fibers In the same
manner as in the ?ure-2ending te~t~ of circular cylinders.
reported In reference G. It Is therefore reasonable to
suppose that, at these values, the bending strength of a
truncated cone should be comparable to the strength @f a
c~linder of some sfmilar dimensions in pure bending.

Por comparison of the present results with the results
of the pure-bending tests of circular cylinders reported
in reference 6, lines a and b have been drawn on’ figure
8 representing tho upper and lower limits of the strength
In pura bonding of circular cylinders. Thase limiting val-
ues represent the dlepez”sion of the results of the pure-
bendlng teata of cylinders and were obtained from figure 5

‘b rof referenoe 6. Use of the expression = ~ as ordinate

1“~~~~
In figure 8 makes the location of the limiting lines a
and b lndeD6ndeat of r/to provided the maximum bending
stress at failure in pure bending 1s given by an .qquat.ton
of the t~b

Sb .k~~ ~ (11)
. r.

“where k is a coefficient, the variation of which describes
the scatter of teat data. The lines a and b in figure 8
simply represent the $imitlng values of this coefficient.

.- .—— -. —
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Equation (11) may be considered valid over. the small range
of values of r/t represented by the truncated cones
tested. Henoe the lines a and b should represent rea-
sonably well the conditions for bending failure over the
full length of a truncated cone. The condition of pure
bending for a truncated cone is, f~om considerations of

i str9sses (vi = u), glv en by a transverse shear
$orce v Locaxea at t?L!3 apex of the cone. Figure 8 shclws
tka~ the test resul ts represented by tho bending-stress
diagrams lie between lines a and b at large values of “

M— sec a.
rV I

.

Shear failure (small values of ~ sec a).- At . .
Wv f-.

small values of ~ gec ag failure occurs in shear by
rVl

the formation of diagonal shear wrinkles on the sides of .
the cones. (See fig. 4.) It Is therefore reasonable to
suppose that, at these values, the shear strength of a
thin-wall truncated cone should be closely related to the
strength of a trunceted cone of the same ditiensions in
torsion (pure shear).

Por comparison with the results of the torsion tests
included in the present paper, lines c and d have been “
drawn in figure 8 representing the strength in pure shear
for the small and for the large ends of a cone, respec-
tively. These lines were obtained by plotting the equation

(1?)

Equation (12) is obtained from equation (7) by trans-”

posing terms, multiplying by ~ ~, and substituting S8

for fv, where Ss is the shear stress at failure for a
truncated cone of the same dimensions in torsion.
llaes c

‘he ~~ r
and d in figure 8 represent the values of ~ ~

determined from figure 5 for the two ends of the truncated
cones of the same thickness as the cones tested in combined
transverse shear and bending.

~or low values of ~ sec a,’ the bending-stress di-rv i

agrams lie above lines c and d. This fact indicates
that the transverse shear stress on the neutral axis at
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failure is higher tLan the Bhear strese at failure in tor-
sion. The relation determined for circular cyllnders In -
combined trap.~verse shear and bending (reference 4) can be........... ------
ueed to take account of thle ~iff~-r-ence. If Sv 1s the

?

shear strese on the neutral axis at failure In.pure trans-
verse shear and S$J le. the shear strass at failure for a

H
cone of the same dimensions in torelon, Sv and 8S may
be related by”the approximate equation “ ,

a~ = 1.25 Se (13)

Transition from shear to beading failure (intermediate

valueO of J!!_fjeca).- Ziguros 4 End 8 reveal that the
rvl

transition from shear to banding falluro ie not so abrupt
ae the intersections of lines a with C and b with d

indicate. At the intermediate values of -!!!_Sao as the
rvl

transition from failure by shear to failure by bending is
accompanied by a reduction in strength that 1s. of the came
order of magnitude as the corresponding reduction for thin-
wall cylinders in combined transverse sheer and bending.
(See reference 4. ) An Rnalysie slmilsr to that used for
thin-wall cylinders reveals that the design chhrt presented
in figure 8 of raference 4 aleo applies to thin-wall trun-
cated coues in combiued transverse shear and bending if

M is replaced by M
W

— sec a. This design chart Is pre-rv I
sented in figure 9 of the present report.

In figure 8 the two linee e and f were obtained

from figure 9, in one case the value of ~
Sv

corresponding

to linee a and c being used and in the other case the

Sb
value of corresponding to lines b and d. Inspec-

G
tlou of the figure indioatee that these two curves repre-
sent reasonably well the limits of the expGrimeutal data
plotted.

In order to use the curves of figure 9 In design, it

is necessary to know tha loading condition & sea a and
rv f

to le able to predict the values of Sv and Sb for the
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cone. The value of 4. sec u Is established by the di-
rv I

menslon’s of the truncated cone and the external loads.
The allowable stress In tiensverse shear Sv depende upon .
the allowable stress in torsion, that is, pure shear, ac-
cording to equation (13). In the absence of test data on
the strength of truncatsd cones In pure bending, the value

; of Sb to ba ueed ekould be bfi ed upon teat data for thin-
7wall cylinders of comparable r t ratio in pure bending.

Such data are contained In reference 6. These data scat-
ter widely and some Judgment must therefore be exercised .
in the selection of a value for Sb ●

If the three quentitiee -.!!-sec Cct Sv, and Sb are -
rv I

known, the maximum allowable moment or the bending stress
on the extreme fiber cad be read from the chart of figure
9 as a percentage of the value for pure bending. The
strength in shears then, need not be investigated because
its effect has been taken iato accouct by a reduced bend-
ing strength.

When the etrength of any section botwee~ adjacent
-bulkheads is to be checked, the largest” absolute value of

~ sec CL
rV 1

should be used to enter the chart of figure 9
-.
whenever M sec z lies between -csc a and +- Yor -

;fi

valuee of J!_ sec a between -csc a and +, the 10W-
r~’

eat absolute value should be used. This procedure gives
conservative values and may be verified from appendix B.

CONCLUSIONS

The strength of thin-wall truncated cones may be com-
puted by the formulas used for thin-mall cylinders, If
proper account Is taken of the angle a between the ele- -
mente and the axis of the cone. Tgr cylinders, a = O.

In the tests reported herein, a = tan -%), The follow-
ing conclusions may therefore be considered valid provided

that a does not exceed tanJ(*):

Torsion.- Yor torsion, the shear stress fs in the
plane of the skin at any station Is given by the formula

I
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1

f==~
2TTrEt

---,
‘where .?.,- .. .-. .z......*---

2
T applled torque

J! r radius at the particular station

t thickness

The shear stress at failure fel . at the large end of a
truncated cone In toreion is equal to the shear stress at
‘failure for a circular cylinder of this radius and the .
same length as the truncated cone. The shear etress at
failure for an~ other etntton along the length of the
truncated cone is given by the formula

f~ = fe
(

rlJ8 . .

1 F)’
.

where rl la the r~aiue at the large end of the cone.”

Com~reeslon.- On the assamptlon that the internal
com~r~~.g fc sots in tha direction of the
eleue~t ,

... fc=J-- eec a
2nrt

where P is tho applied compressive load. The compres-
sive Btreaa at failure# fc1 at the lerge end of a trun-

cated cone IEI eq=al to the compressive etre88 at failure
for a circular cylinder of this radi-ae and of the same
thickness as the wall of the truncated cone. The compres- “
sive etrees at %ailure for any other station along the
length of the cone is given by the formula

!
\ $C.= fcl >
. r

uwJwL&EEazwww-JwLILwu.uk - If the bend- . “
Ing atresetia are aaeumcd to act in the direction of thp
elements, a portion of the transverse shear ‘V is reetsted
by the bending streesee. A moment M on a truncate~ cone -
of circular cross section reduces the shear by an amount ‘

, Vb where .

M tan uvb =--y--
.
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In combined transverse shear and bending, the effective “
shear VI is, theref-ore,

The effective transverse ehear caueea a tdiear etreaa fv
In the plane of the skin at the neutral axis that is given
by the formula.

fv
VI

mt

The bending stress fb in the plane of the skin at any
station IS given by the formula

fb=_L sec a
mn t

For large values of = sec a, failure occurs In
rvl

bending. For small values of J!_ sec as failure occurs
rv I

in shear. I!’orIntermadlato values of M Si3C ag the
FF

failure is a combination of shear and bending. The ~llow-
I able strength in comblfied transverse shear and bending is
given by a design chart similar to that previously pub-
lished for thin-wall circular cylinders.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics;

Langley Field, Va.

APPEHDIX A

BEMDINQ AHD SHEAR STRESSES IllA CONI!!

The relations between the internal streus and the ap-
plied forces in a tapered beam are slightly different from
the corresponding relations for a uniform beam. In this
appendix, formulas for the bending and shearing stresses
due to the application of a single transverse force on a
hollow circular cone are derived.



B’igure 10 ‘shows a truncated cone of con~tant wall
thickness with the large end fixed in position and with a
transver~e force - V applied at the small end. Ab any
typical station, the mean radius of the cone is r,

The assumptions are:

1. Bending etresses are directed aloag the surface
of the cone toward the apex

2. Bending atreeaes are proportional to the diatanoe
fsom the neutral azis, aB in the ordinary the- m
ory of bending

3. ~hear 0treBee8 are directed parallel to the sur-
face of the cone

Bending stresse&- An eleuent of area of the croe6.-—.— ——-
aection rt ~ located at an.single 9 meaaured from the
neutral axis, as shown in fiLure 10, Ie considered. By
assumption 2, tha 6traa6 on the element ie fb sin e,
where fb io the atrese on the extreme fiber. The fcrce
dF on this elemeut 1s, therefore,

The moment of d~

dM = (Coe

The total moment
the circumference

M =

=

about the neutral axia iB

ct)(r sin q)(fb sin 8) rt de (J@)

M Is obtained hy integration around
of the cone. Thus ,

all

fbrat cos U
.L

Sinee dO

fb~rmt co6 ~ (M)
.1

Thus, the bending stress fb at the extreme fiber in terms
of the applied bending moment M is .=

#l= q% = y- sec a (A4) ‘

where I is the moment of inertia of the cross section
at”any station and equals first.
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SQ!2z etreq8e0. - From the assumption that the bend-
ing atrestaee are directed alaug the eur$ace of the cone
toward the apex, it follows that the bending stresses
have a component in the direction of the shear force V.
This component resists a part of the shear force V and
therefore reduces the ghcar etreeeca.

The shaar force raslst~d by the bending force dF
in an olcmcnt of the cono is

dVb = (sin a sin e) dy

= (sin a sin e)(fb sine) rt dq (A5)

The tot~l shear resieted by the banding 8traReee ie ob-
tained by integration around the circumference of the
cone. Thue ,

R1-r

v~ = fD rt 8in (x

!

EIins(l de

o
= fb mrt sin a (A6) “

Substitution of the valae of fb from equation (A4) in
equation (A6) gives

Vb = U tan a (A7)
. r

The effective ehear VI that ceuaes 8he&r 8tre8se8 in
the wal18 of the cone Is therefore tbe total anplied
ehear V III~ILU8 the 8haLII? reeieted by the banding Utressee
Vb; that is,

pl=v- Vb (A8)

In order to determine the shear streeses in a cone, “
thO part element of e cone 8hown in figure 11 i8 consid-
ered, The x-compooe~te of the forcee due to bending are,
at 8tatton x,

TT/8

(Fb) =
r

fb 8in e coe art d6 ‘(A9)
x 0

and, at 8ttIt10n x + dx,
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By virtue of symmetry the shear streem at the extreme
fiber is zero. The x-component of force due to ehe~r
therefore

(rv)~ = (fv)e t (dx sec a) COB a

e
(A1O) .

Le

(All)
#.!

The equation of equilibrium for the forces in tho x-direc- =“.
tion Is therefore, If terms of higher order are neglected, ‘

t-r/0

(fv)Q sec a +

IT/8

J
dfb
~ ein e r de +

J

ardlli=ofb sin 6 ~

(A12)
faom which

(fv)e =
(

dfb
-coEI a COFJ 8 r —

J

dr+fbT
dx

(A13)

By differentiation of equation

da
.;

dfb dx -—=
dx TTrat coe u

(A4),

au ?:
.——
mr3t cos a

At station x, the moment M .= V(h - X).

(A14)

Therefore

~ (A15)

(A16) .

Substitution of equations (A14), (A15), and (A16) In
equation (A13) glveB

( )

M tan c% co~ e
(fv)* = L - —_

Ilrt ma t

.~coee

l-rrt
.

\, (

(A17.
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The maxtmum ehear atreen fv, which occurs at the neutral ad.u,

1s given by the formula

..
a

fv===v~
n-rt I

(A18) .

APPENDIX B .

EFFECT OP VARIATION IN THE POINT or APPLICATIOII Or

THE SHIME SI’ORCEOH THE BENDING STRESSES IN.A COME

B.euding-stress diagrams for coues in combined trans-

feree shear and bending for which the value of M—— sec a
rV:

1s positive are show~ in figure 8. Reference to figure 7
and equstlon (lG) shows, however- that the quantity

M
~ Sec a dan also have negative values. These negative

values occur when the resultant shear force V ii located
either to the right of the apex of the cone (negati~e ro)

or to the left of stetion x, the section at which bend-
ing stress is determined (negative s).

A diagram similar to that of figure 8 but including .

the negative valuea of —M- aec a ie shown in figure 12.
rV’

A few hypothetical” bending-stress diagrams for cones”of
the type studied in this paper are plotted in figure 12
to indicate their shapes. The boundary lines correspond .
to the two lines. e and f used in figure 8 to repretaent
the ~catt.er of teat data.

Three distinct regions can be defined in figure 12.

The region in which -!!- sec a varies from O to +00
rV’

is the same as that shown in figure 8 and corresponds to
a variation In tke location of the resultant shear force
from station x to the apex of the cone. As the shear
force noves from the apex out to inflnlty on the right,

/

h. I
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. .
M“— IBeta a varies from e@” to a value of “ -Csc a ( ixx

rV’
this Ca%e, -5.1) and dafines the left-hand region of figure
12, in which the bending stresses are ehown as positive. “
Ae the shear force movee to the left from station x to

iufinity,

finee the
are shown
which the
tained by

+ aec a variea from C to -cOc a an& de-
..

region In figure 12 in which the”bending etresaes
ae negative. The pure-bending condition, for
effective ehear VI is ecwal to sero, ie ob-
placlng the reeultaut she r force V at the apex

‘7

of the cone: that iE, -M— soc a = +=.
gvl
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Figure 1.- We view of test specimen.
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Fqure 7- Sketch of cone and resultant shedr fbrce.
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FIeuuE 2. 0 TRUNCATEO CONE AFTER

FA~LURE IN TORStONo
Fteung 3. - TRUNCAtgO CONE AFTCR

FAILURE ON COMPRCSS#ONo

‘ii.



NACA Fig. 4

..

Figure 4.- Truncated cones after
failure in combined

transverse shear and bendi~,
showing transition from shear to
bending failure as(H/rVljseca
varies from small to large values.
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Figure 6.- Plot of fC/E against r/t for truncated cones in

compress ion. ( Data for circular cy iinders obtained

from reference 3.)
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Figure IO.- Truncated cone subjected to combined
verse shear and bending. f’
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Figure Il. - Part element of a cone, show-
ing longitudinal stresses due to
shear and bending.
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